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Abstract— Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are consists of several sensors, with limited energy, that accomplish a sensing job by co- 

operation among them. In WSNs several routing algorithms are used for energy efficient transmission of data. We proposed a stable 

election routing algorithm for heterogeneous WSNs. Location aware Stable Election Protocol (L-SEP). In this protocol, some of the 

cluster nodes are send the information direct to the sink and at the same time use cloding technique to send the information to sink in 

the SEP. We proposed the concept of L-SEP and compared it with simulation results of the conventional Low Energy adaptive 

clustering hierarchy (LEACH) and SEP. The outcome shows that L-SEP increases the reliability, node life time, performance and 

decrease the consumption of energy. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Wireless sensor networks protocol has waste application on real world. This technique L-SEP contains 

more number of sensor nodes that are dissemination and indiscriminately to look at corporeal or ecological 

situations, like temperature, vibration, weight, sound, movement or toxins at divergent areas. Improvement 

in wireless communications and scientific advancement has empowered the progression inside the area of 

WSNs. The L-SEP Sensor nodes having adequate to recognizing data, taking care of data and moreover 

correspondence show to furthermore transmit or get data. The improvement shows and various estimations 

of networks must make them sort out abilities to guarantee careful and capable limit of the network. The 

basic architecture of WSN is shown in fig.1. The sensors are deployed in location 1, 2,….n, all these sensors 

in the each location continuously monitored and acquire information is send to the sink or base station. The 

base station further transmits collected information for processing, mining, storage and analysis through 

internet. 

 
Fig. 1 Architecture of WSNs 

 

Depends on the application different ways are used for communication in WSNs. Basically, there are three 

core types of communication: 

 Clock Driven: Constant collection of data and recurrently communication. 

 Event Driven: when ever event occurred then communication system is activated. 
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 Query Driven: Communication occurs in response to a question. 

To improve the stability period of network lifetime in all advance communication, proficient use of power 

consumption is major concern while design or development of WSNs. More power efficient protocols are 

frequently referred as hierarchical routing protocols. Numerous protocols are intended for homogeneous 

networks. The first homogeneous network is the LEACH [1], which employs clustered based routing. For 

selection of Location head LEACH assigns same probability for all nodes. But, in case of heterogeneous 

environment the LEACH does not execute well. Diversity of nodes regarding to their power level has  

proved additional lifetime for WSNs. In Stable Election Protocol (SEP), to improve efficiency of WSNs, a 

two-level heterogeneity is proposed. Based on the energy level, the SEP assigns different probability for 

nodes to become Location head. However, SEP does not employ additional energy of higher level nodes 

efficiently. 

II. RELATED WORK 

WSN is formed by several sensors that are used to collect typical ecological conditions, such as weather, 

gesture, pollution, fire etc., [2]. In WSNs sensors detected the data from the conveyed region and send their 

evidence to the sink. WSN is essential in the region where different networks are not properly functioning: 

such areas are health care, industry military and home applications [3]. In [4], LEACH, a clustering based 

protocol that employs random rotation of local cluster heads to equally allocate the energy load among all 

the sensors in the network. In [5], Enhanced SEP is proposed to appropriately distribute energy and ensure 

maximum life time of the network. This protocol operates under three-level heterogeneity in a WSN. 

In [6] Enhanced Energy Zonal SEP proposed and it is the cluster-based protocol with 3-stage of 

heterogeneity. This EEZSEP uses different levels of energy for normal, advanced and intermediate nodes. 

The normal node has smaller amount of energy than both the forward and advanced nodes. Advanced nodes 

have more energy compared with remaining nodes, but the energy of intermediate node is resides between 

normal and advanced node. In [7] authors presented advanced zonal SEP (AZ-SEP) in which 

communication of sensor nodes with the base station is hybrid. The design and analysis of novel routing 

protocols is a critical job. So, we need characteristics and challenges WSNs [8-10]. These are plays vital role 

in design of WSNs. 

 Stability Period: It is the time difference between beginnings of the network to failure of initial 

sensor. 

 Instability Period: Time period between failures of 1st node to failure of end sensor node. 

 Throughput: The speed at which data is transmitted from location Head to sink and from sensor to 

sink. 

 Network Lifetime: It is the time difference between beginnings of network to failure of final alive 

node. 

 Period: Number of rounds required for a node to elect as a Local head. 

 Data Aggregation: Nodes in a localized region frequently share related data. A method to 

minimize energy dissipation called data aggregation. It comprises of conquering redundancy in 

several information. When the conquest is accomplished by data fusion [11]. 

 
III. PROPOSED PROTOCOL 

We proposed L-SEP protocol, which follows hybrid approach i.e. data is directly transmitted to sink or 

through the Location head. Fig.2 illustrates operation of the proposed protocol and it is described in 

subsequent sections. 

A. Network Deployment 

In the network field, nodes are exerted arbitrarily and power of nodes in network is not utilized 

resourcefully in most of routing protocols. To get energy efficiency of network, the network is divided into 

three sub sections along Y coordinate: named as Location 0, Location 1 and Location 2, based on the energy 

levels are shown in fig. 3. 

https://www.synonyms.com/synonym/diversity
https://www.synonyms.com/synonym/accomplished
https://www.synonyms.com/synonym/exerted
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We considered small portions of the entire number of nodes are energized with extra power. Let m is the 

portion of total nodes (n) that are energized with α times energy as compared with remaining nodes. We 

considered these nodes as forward nodes and remaining n × (1-m) are normal nodes. 

 

Fig. 2 Architecture of WSNs Working of proposed protocol 

Fig. 3 Network deployment 

Location 0: Normal nodes are randomly deployed between 10m<Y<=40m in Location 0. 

Location 1: Half of forward nodes are deployed randomly between 0m <Y <=10m in the Location 1.  
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Location 2: Remaining half of forward nodes are deployed randomly between 40m<Y<=50m in the 

Location 2. 

The main reason for this kind of network deployment is that normal nodes need less energy than 

forward nodes, which means the forward nodes require more energy. In this network corners are more 

remote, so corner nodes also requires more energy to transmit data to the sink. Hence we adopted location 

based hybrid routing between nodes and the sink. 

B. Working of proposed protocol 

L-SEP employs hybrid transmission to transmit data to sink. These methods are Single-hop Transmission 

(SHT) and Multi-hop Transmission (MHT). 

SHT: Sensors Nodes in Location 0 can directly transmit their data to the sink. Nodes sense ambiance 

parameters and directly send out it data to the sink. 

MHT: Nodes present in Location 1 and Location 2 are send information to the sink employing clustering 

algorithm. Location head is chosen among nodes in Location 1 and Location 2. Location head gather 

information from forward nodes, total it and transmit it to the sink. The selection of Location head is highest 

significant. As appeared in Fig.3 forward nodes are positioned arbitrarily in Location 1 and Location 2. Cluster 

is shaped only in forward nodes. Suppose an optimal figure of clusters Copt and nf is the number of forward 

nodes. The optimal probability (Popt) of a node can be a Location head is according to SEP is given by 


opt

f
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P

n
  

Each node chooses whether it to befall Location head in present round or not. For every node a random 

number is generated in between 0 to 1. A node is selected as Location head if this number is >= T (n). The 

Threshold value T (n) is specified by  
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Where G is number of nodes which are not elected as Location heads in past (1/Popt) rounds. The Probability 

for forward nodes to become as Location head is suggested in [2] and is given by 
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Forward nodes threshold value is given by 
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G' is the number of forward nodes that are not elected as Location head in the past (1/Pfrd) rounds. Once a 

node becomes Location head then it transmits Hallo message to the nodes. A node receives the Hallo 

message and decided to which Location head for current round. Nodes react to Location head and become 

individual from comparing Location head dependent on the got signal quality. This process is known as 

cluster formation [12]. After the clusters formation, Location head then assign time slots using TDMA, for 

the nodes throughout which nodes can transmit information to Local head. Information is received from 

nodes; Location head then collect the information and transmit to sink this phase is called as transmission 

phase and shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5. 
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Fig. 4 Forward nodes transmitting data to Local head 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 5 Local head transmitting data to sink 

 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

We simulated the L-SEP protocol in an area with 50 nodes, 50m×50m of dimensions and deployed in 

specific locations according to their energy. Sink is deployed in the midpoint of the network. We considered 

20 percent of nodes are forward nodes moreover 10% of them are placed in Location 1 and remaining half in 

Location 2. We have two Location heads each round since Popt is 0.1. One Location head in Location 1 and 

another in Location 2 each round. Table 1 shows the simulation parameters. 
TABLE I 

SIMULATION PARAMETERS 

Parameter Value 

E0 (Initial energy) 0.5 Joules 

Ef (Energy of forward nodes) (1+α)E0 

Eelec (Transmission and reception energy ) 5 x10-9 Joules /bit 

Eda(Energy for data aggregation) 5 x10-9 Joules /bit/signal 

Eamp (Long distance amplification energy ) 0.013 x10-12J/bit/m4 

Efs (Short distance amplification energy) 10 x10-12J/bit/m2 

Popt(Probability) 0.1 
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Fig.6 shows result of alive nodes against rounds for m=0.2 and α=4 and shows that the proposed protocol 

stability period is improved by 10 percent as compared with SEP and LEACH. In LEACH nodes die at a 

faster rate due to heterogeneity of the network. SEP employs weighted probability for selection of Location 

head for both normal nodes and forward nodes, hence it has improved performance compared with LEACH. 

L-SEP out performs than SEP and LEACH, because normal nodes transmit data directly to the sink, while 

forward nodes through Location head to sink. In Fig.6, we can see that network lifetime is also increased 

because of the forward node. 
 

   Forward nodes have α time more energy than normal nodes so forward nodes die later than normal nodes. 

So this increases the instability period.Fig.7 shows result of Throughput for m=0.4 and α=2 and shows that 

the proposed protocol Throughput improved by 40 percent as compared with SEP and LEACH. In Fig.7, 

This achievement is mainly due to every normal directly send data to sink. Throughput of LEACH and SEP 

is less than L-SEP because only Local head send data to the sink. 

Fig. 6 Comparision of Alive nodes in proposed protocol with LEACH and SEP 

 

 

Fig. 7 Comparision of Throughput in proposed protocol with LEACH and SEP 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 

We presented L-SEP for hybrid environment: with bi- heterogeneity. The entire field of network is 

divided into three Locations: Location 0, Location 1 and Location 2. To minimize the energy consumption 

normal nodes be deployed in Location 0 and they send data directly to sink. 50% of forward nodes are 

deployed in Location 1 and remaining 50% in Location 2 and they use clustering technique to send 

information to the sink. The simulations shown that the stability and throughput of overall network 

improved by 40 percent and 30 percent respectively, by placement of the similar type of nodes in same 

Location according to their energy requirement. 
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